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SECRET 
were in Class I, 34 in Class II, and 41 in Class III-A. Of the total of 
289, 145 bad been promoted since trainingt including half to two-thirds 
of the trainees in each year through 1962. Although American advice on 
administration was given chiefly lip-service by the govermnent until 1960, 
many ideas have rooted since then, and alU111Z1i of Ameriean sehools and 
training programs have broken through the ostracism that formerly beset them. 

Other steps to improve the civil service have been the increased authori• 
ty of the Minister of Govermnent Administration, and the choice of a highly 
capable and dedieated man for the job; the establishment of a pension sys-
tem in 1960; several successive pay -increases, which have moved somewhat 
faster than risi0g costs; re£ormation of the entrance examination; and the 
increased input into government service of g~aduates of two schools of p~b
lic administration (both of which were stimulated and assisted by the 
United States). In the view of the AID Mission, 11 

•••ROK bu1:eaucracy over 
the past years had 11n 196!/ m4de · a major impact upon many facets of rural 
life and upon the very satisfactory growth rate 0£ the agricultural sector.'' 
The same can be said of the bureaucracy's contribution to the devising and 
execution of the First and Second Five Year Plans, and to the impressive 
improvement in tax collection, to name only the conspicuous areas of accom• 
plishment. 

Serious probleins nonetheless remain in the bureaucracy, Not all mini
stries have shown equal improvement, nor have all snown equal willingness 
to move with the times. In 1962 "there were signs that the bureaucracy A 
was torn between two conflicting forces•-relatively change-oriented forces, • 
on the one hand, and relatively status-quo-oriented forees, on tb.e other: 11 

this tension, though so far moving in favor of the forur.er force, is not yet 
fully resolved. Neither improved pay nor illproved motivation have yet 
sufficed to eliminate the time-honored practice of "squeeze." The outlook 
of the bureaucracy is still basically authoritarian; the impetus from ·the 
top down is far stronger than from the bottom up, with resultant losses in 
responsiveness and innovation capacity. Too many decisions are still made 
at highest levels. Concepts of operation are supported in theory more 
than they are put into practice. 

Nonetheless, on balance the government hierarchy itself does not seem 
to be a serious political problem~ If it continues to be led by a forward
looking executive, it has the growth capability to respond to its challenge. 
In the opinion of one qualified observer, if effective steps are taken, "there 
is little doubt that Korea will easily becane the best organized and ad
ministered country in Asia within the next five to ten years." If the 
character of the top leadership changes, then the bureaucracy may suffer 
aggravated internal tensions, leading to loss of efficiency, possible re
treat into ritualism and inaction, or under certain circumstances (in co
operation with other groups) to usurpation of authority, The civil service 
itself, however, is not a likely flrst source of major dissidence or revolt. 
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The Civil Service may be disadvantaged in the future by competition with 

business for college graduates to fill junior positions. Students• former 
preference for government as a career has recently shifted. A 1966 Korean 
gover.ament survey found that only 1.8 percent of Seoul college students, 
and 3.1 percent of those in the provinces, preferred government service, 
compared with 14.5 percent and 10.9 percent, respectively, preferring 
college teaching and 13.7 percent and 16.0 percent pr~ferring business 
careers. 

It should be noted that there are important groups of government em
ployees which are not considered part of the civil service. These include 
teachers (about 100,000); police and firemen (about 40,000); railroad 
employees (about ); and cOllllllunicatione employees (about ). 
These three groups would not necessarily follow the civil service in a 
political crisi5, although a crisis might draw all such groups together. 

C.2 Legislature 

The unicameral ROI{ National Assembly currently stands at the lowest 
level of power and influence in the Republic's history - largely as a con
sequence of the rigged 1967 elections and growing d0tninance by the Executive. 
Nevertheless, it continues to play a significant political role as a sounding 
board for complaint and criticism, a check on governmental excess and abuse, 
a means for keeping a weak opposition pa~ty alive, and a continuing (though 
ill-functioning) laboratory in the use of negotiation, compromise, and demo
cratic political technique. 

Of the 175 members of the National Assembly - elected to 4-year terms 
in 1967 - 131 were elected by single ballot to represent single-member dis
tricts. The remainder were elected by proportional representation on the 
basis of party lists, in aucb a way that the major parties are favored. 
This procedure also makes it possible to place party leaders in the legis
lature, irrespective of their popularity in a particular district. Addi
tional provisions prevent defection of individuals from their parties and 
otherwise favor ma'jor parties against minor ones. As of January 10, 1969, 
there were 113 representatives of the DRP, 46 of the NDP, 14 from minor 
parties, 1 independent, and l vacancy. 

The President has fairly firm control over the Assembly through his 
control of the Democratic Republic Party, supplemented by control through 
the President's Secretariat. The DRP lacks the two-thirds (117) necessary 
to pass a constitutional amendment (although it can doubtless increase its 
representation in case of need), and is inhibited by provisions requiring 
the presence of representatives of a second party for the passage of legis
lation. For most legislat1on, the DRP preserves effective discipline among 
its members by financial inducements and other pressures, and can count on 
another group of ex-DRP affiliates 11expelled11 in 1967 to meet constitutional 
requirements in lieu of the absent opposition. The opposition is therefore 
limited to critical oratory and delaying tactics. 
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The leaders in the National Assembly are its principal officers -

the Speaker, Yi Hyo-sun, two Vice Speakers, and 12 cOllllllittee chairmen -
plus the majority leader, The leader of the Opposition, Yu Chin-o, and 
two or three other Opposition Assemblyu,.en; ex-Foreign Minister Yi Tong-won, 
l~ader of the Political Friends Society, which usually supports the 
majority; and a few Assemblymen who have influence because of their per
sonal prestige or position, are secondary power centers. The Assembly has 
i ts own staff, headed by a Secretary General; some of the staff members have 

· indirect influence because of their insights into government and the econQmy 
and their role in Assembly inspections of the Government. 

The lack of consensus among the Korean elite on the priority of national 
over individual and partisan interest, and on the nature of the national 
interest itself (including the role of democratic process), appears most 
graphically in the behavior of the Assembly. Standards of moderation and 
courtesy in debate are frequently and flamboyantly violate&. Factional 
positions are often expressed and maintained in extreme terms. Buying 
and selling of votes is common. The principal opposition party is out of 
date in its thinking, is not firmly disciplined, and is subject to some 
covert manipulation by the government. For its part, the Government is 
more inclined to run roughshod over the opposition than to waste time in 
negotiation. Assemblymen's responsibilities toward their districts are im
perfectly ~~der&tood by themselves and by the voters, who tend to view their 
representatives as channels for personal advantage or entree. For the DRP 
assemblymen allegiance lies in carrying out orders of the party and govern
ment leadership rather than representing the interests of their constitu
encies. Irregularities in the 1967 elections embittered the opposition an~ 
cast doubt on the legitimacy of some of the Assembly members. These facts, 
together with the clearly subordinate role of the legislature in the present 
Korean government structure, and the growing effectiveness of the Executive 
Branch, give the Assembly sessions a large measure of futility and coafusion. 

Nevertheless the National Assembly even under present circumstances 
glves some substance as well as form to democracy in Korea. Weak and back
ward as the opposition is, it nonetheless serves as a· safety valve fo1: 
Korean popular reaentments and frustrations. Assembly debates and inter
pel.lacions, which are somewhat protected from police interference, are widely 
reported by press and radio, and serve to a certain extent as a check on 
the Executive. (The Assembly's restraining power was being tested in 
December by a Presidential veto of two laws, sponsored by his own party, 
wMch failed to include provisions of dubious validity ~deb. he had de
m~nded .) There is some negotiations and compr0111ise between political groups, 
although the compromises may have hidden price tags. Assembly passage of 
basic laws affords a degree of vicarious popular participation in the poli
tical process, although since 1967 the passage of laws has not been easy 
or frequent. 

Because of the Assembly's national prominence and its monopoly of 
lpen political debate, it is certain to be involved in any political crisis, 
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and could either exacerbate or moderate one. The third-term issue will be 
an example. Executive high-handedness in the legislature could stir up 
serious political conflict, which might trigger demonstrations or possibly 
revolt if conditions in the country were otherwise troubled. In the ab
sence of a clear cause, however, it is doubtful if any action short of 
shutting down or dismissing the legislature (both of which are illegal) 
would in itself lead to major instability, 

Currently there is no member in the Assembly, with the possible exception 
of the Speaker - though probably not in the person of the present incumbent -
who could utilize it as a base in a struggle for power, although sane Assembly
men have other power bases. It is conceivable that this sittStion might 
change, as a result of the 1971 elections and further political evolution 
in Korea, but such a possibility does not now seem very likely. 

The over-enthusiasm of the DR!' and government agencies to produce a 
large Government majority in the 1967 Assembly elections, by any and all 
means, led to severe strains on Korean political institutions, including 
the A55embly, For a number of reasons, eleetiong in Korea have ac~uired 
considerable S,Ylllbolic importance, and a repetition of such large-scale ir
regularities in 1971 might very well provoke a crisis. This is one of the 
relatively few issues that could be seized upon by the remaining opposition 
forces - led by younger men such as ex-Assemblymen Yi Ch 1 ol-song or ex
Finance Minister Kim Yong-son - to mount a final desperate bid for power by 

- appeals to students, the aroused public, and military. 

C,3 Courts and JU$tice 

Law in the prescriptive sense - the formal establishment of governmental 
institutions and legal codes - is highly developed in Korea. But law as a 
means of regiilating social activity, and Judicial processes as a means of 
conflict resolution, have lagged behind the development of1 other areas. 

Historically, the Confucian-oriented agrarian aociety of Korea neither 
utilized nor respected the legal function in civil affairs. The family or 
clan head '!las called upon to settle family disputes. community quarrels 
were settled by a prestigious person within the community, or in serious 
cases by a council of elders. These authorities could invoke community 
sanctions against individuals judged culpable. Such customs are still ex
tensively followed. Although the number of civil cases in Korea is growing 
(for example, 66,529 ~ses weTe filed in the Seoul civil court in 1964, 
compared with 12,402 in 1955 - a somewhat greater proportional increase than 
the city's population), tradition is still strong; the 1964 figure is small 
in compaTison with compaTable areas in the US and other countries. Moreover, 
the civil law is largely derived from Japanese, German, and other alien 
sources; eveo as recodified, it may not always fully fit Korean circumstances, 

In the aTea of law enforcement, the role of the judiciary is limited. 
The law enforcement agencies - the prosecutors of the Ministry of Justice, 
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the National Police, and other security agencies - play an important role 
io controlling the Korean communities ~hich goes beyond simple law enforce
ment, The judiciary rarely contradict their decisions. Over fifty percent 
of such cases are settled by the prosecutors before turning them over to 
Che courts. Reports of prosecutors and la~ enforcement agencies are ad-
mitted to the court proceedings. Although the facts contained in the in
vestigative files are not findinga of the judiciary. yet they are given 
high consideration. Moreover, tradition makes the judiciary a part of 
the executive branch of government, complementary to the law enforcement 
function rather than controlli~g it. 

The entire legal profession is structured much differently than in the 
West. Judges, prosecutors, and attorneys are neither united profes~ionally 
nor organized under the same hierarchy. There is a whole profession of 
"scriveners" -who prepare legal documents and handle procedura 1 minutiae. 
F'e-w of the men it\ any of these categories - with the exception of the 
Supreme Court and High Court judges - enjoy prestige comparable with their 
Western counterparts. Attitudes in ·the judicial and legal professions are 
still largely rooted in the olp approaches and pmcesses. 

Despite these problema - which, as indicated below, will become more 
serious as Korea's development proceeds - there are important elements of 
strength in the legal and judicial system. The formal system is wel~ or
ganized , A Supreme Court of 13 justices, established by the Co1'5titution, 
has under it three appellate c:ourts and 9 district courts, plus 36 branches 
of the dLstrict courts and family and juvenile courts. In 1965, there were A 
375 judges (proportionally less than one-third as many as in the United States). • 
In the Constitution and in law, the doctrines of an independent judiciary 
and of judicial review are recognized (althQugh the latter is rarely pxac-
ticed). Judges are selected by a process . prQViding a voice for the legis~ 
lature, the judiciary, and the legal profession as well as the ~xecu~tve. 
All judges are appointed for ten-year renewable terms (except the Chief 
Justice, nominated by the President and confirmed by the National Asse,.mbly 
for a non-renewable six-year term). Selection of judges is based upon merit 
and con1petency • and their tenure is relatively secure. The judges ar(;l well-
trained, and sensitive to interference in regard to their decisiocs or the 
performance of their duties. Thus, in most cases there are no governmental 
or political pressures on the decision, although such pressures may be ap-
plied where large issues or interests are invelved. The prison system is 
effective, but treatment and facilities are sub-standard. 

The greatest challenge of the legal and judicial ey11tem in Korea lies 
tn the future. As economic and social change proceed, traditional authori
ties and customs based on family and village will braak down. Effective 
:i.nstitutions for equitable law enforcement and conflict resolution tJill be
come more and more important as Korea moves in the direction of small families, 
impersonal relationships, greater mobility, tree choice, self-determ~nation, 
and individual responsibility - all concQll!itants of an industrial society. 
If the legal and judicial system, and its recognition by the community, do 
uot develop to meet this challenge, the result can be serious tension and 
social unrest, 
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From the technical and administrative standpoint, progress has been 

made both by government initiative and through foreign assistance. !n 
the early days of the Military Govermient, for example, "officers from the 
Office of the Judge Advocate General entered the Ministry of Justice to 
help draft legislation and ·to codify the confusion of laws inherited from 
ancient Korean practice, Japanese law, and Americ:an occupation regulations." 
American advisers worked with the Ministry of Justice for a number of years. 
The e>tchange program brought numbers of jurists to the United States. These 
measures, however, cannot profoundly influence the philosophy of law and 
justice. The courts have been most impeTvious to foreign influencd among 
Korean government groups. There is s0111e doubt whether the principal leaders 
of the present Korean Govermnent, with their authoritarian conditioning, 
can bring about the necessary change before social pressures boil over. 

Other problems besetting the legal and judicial system are subsidiary 
to the above, but are more or less ·related witn it. The courts, prosecutors, 
and security agencies are not immune from bribery. The laws are s0111etimes 
unequally applied for political purposes, or by caprice or unwisdom, by the 
police and prosecutors; wide discretionary powers are allowed law enforce
ment officials, and appeals are difficult. (There are two human rights 
organizations which will take such cases to the newspapers.) There is con• 
siderable disparity,"in any event, between practice and the prescriptions 
of the statutes. Controls over the people are stringent in view of the 
security situation. There is already popular dissatisfaction with the lack 
of impartial adjudication or their claims and interests. Tensions between 
government power and interests, on the one h.and, and individual rights, on 
the other, will be aggravated as social development proceeds and as the 
population depends more and more upon institutions beyond the tradicional 
primary and secondary groups of affiliation. Political and factional rival
ries affect court and law enforcement personnel, often making organizational 
teamwork difficult. 

The Asia Foundation is at present the organization most mindful of the 
problem. In a 1965 report, its Korean representative noted: 11 

•••It is 
on the basis of improved attitudes towards law, the proper functioning of 
legal institutions, and respect that the law is the formalization of societal 
patterns of power and morality that political institutions are built and that 
democratic ••• development under a reconciliation system can take place ••• 
It is doubtful that organized change, social progress, and economic growth 
can take place without respect for the impersonal nature of law .•. 11 

C.4 Intern.al Security: Police and Militia 

The Korean National Policy (KNP), composed of a total force of 41,600 
men, is the primary action agency of the Republic of Korea (ROK) Government 
for maintaining peacetime law and order and internal security. Responsi
bilities cover law enforcement, public order, fire fighting snd prevention, 
and maritime and air .operations. Subject to supervision and control by ROK CI.A, 
the KNP also is responsible for counter•insurgency, counter-subversion and 
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c01mterJespionage, including prevention of infiltration of Communist agents. 
The sne control is exerted by !DK CIA over the ICNP'a other extensive 
security activities targeted agaiZlst the wnole range of politicals econmic, 
social and cultural groups and persoits deemed unfriendly to the Government. 

In exeeuting these responsibilities the police is the element of the 
ROIC Govermient which is moat often seen and in COllllllW).icatfon with the popu
lace. Generally, relati.ons with the public have improved considerably since 
tne heavy-handed days of the Rhee era, wben the police were utilized to 
maintain political c.ontrol through manip11lating elections and gathering 
information on activities of the opposition. Host of these function• in 
varying degree now :reside with BOit CIA. They are conscious of the need to 
project a favorable public image and 1 indeed, probably enjoy more popular 
acceptance new than ever before. Riot control tactics are effective and 
less severe than they were during the 196S-66 student demonstrations against 
the ROI - Japan Normali1atio11 Treaty. The post•election atudorlt demonstra
tions in 1967 were handled without serious incident or public criticism. 

Small-scale conuptioo continues to be wide•spre&d, largely due to lor.7 
wages, long working hours and a resigned peradaaivenesa on the part of ~he 
public. The recently _passed Police Personnel Service tew is designed to 
improve police ma~•le and performance by changing promotion p~ocedureo, im
proving the penaion program, etc. As an organization. however, the KHP suf
fers from a low manpower to population ratio, a restrictive budget and a low 
position on the job seekers' lists. controls and reatrictiona by lWlt CIA A 
limit ite counter•intelligence role. Since 1967 the organization of the w 
Combat Police Force and the respoQsibility givwin the DP to furnish direction, 
organization. training and logistical support to the Homeland Defense Reserve 
Foree (HDFC) haa placed an aclditional burden on not only the Headquarters 
staff bat also on all local police stations throughout the II.OK. Finally, 
the KNP ,mn,.,,. ~..,_ a hck of middle•upper level '111.Snagement expertise. US, 
AID and 50X1 though helpful> has not yet made an appreciable 
dent in tne ent toward inefficiency. 

Nevertheless. the police continue to do their job, aurprisingly well in 
some instances. 'Ibey nave improved their system of coordinatiOJt with BOK 
CIA, though -resentment 1i.nge:ts over having to take orders from ROlt CIA, 
aubmitting to annual inspections by them and, so it sometimes seema, con
tinually feeding information co ROlC. CIA without receiving any in return. 
On the other hand• they are benefiting from receiving twr. CIA training 
courses for senior and middle-level KNl' officials. 

Homeland Defense Rese~ve Force 

On May 10, 1968, after long, bitter debate, a bill was passed by the 
ROX National Assembly eat:abliabing the Hemelaud Defense :a.eeerve Force (HDRF) • 
The law delegates authority tNer the BI>BF to the KNP, but a controversy has 
since arisen over who has control of the HDRP under whet eircOIIIStances, 
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resulting in confusion and disharmony between the Ministry of National 
Defense (HND) and the KNP. 

the HDBF is, basically, President Park's· idea. He supports its activity 
with enthusiasm and tends to overlook its weaknesses under actual operational 
use. The public, by and large, has accepted the establishment of the BDBr, 
but those called upon to leave farms and businesses for training, guard duty 
or actual anti-guerrilla search and <lestroy missions are not adequately com
pensated for their time and trouble and, consequently, present a large body 
of growing discontent from within the organizat.ion. ROK Government material 
support has been forthcoming and the opposition party, initially strongly 
opposed to the formation of the HDRF. has now moderated its stand and. in 
instances of obvious need, has supported legislation promoting the HDRF. 

Combat Police Force (CPF) 

Tne Combat Police Force (CPF) concept evolved from a US Country Team 
effort several years ago to foster civilian control o~er rear area counter
insurgency activities in the ROK. The initial body established was called 
the DlP Sweep Te8111s. These teams were to have functioned in conjunction 
with ROK CIA operated CQlllbined Command Centers, a tactical intelligence 
gathering, coordinating and disseminating network. The Sweep Teams have 
now evolved co thirty•sevea CYF companies which form mobile, para•militsry 
forces in key rural areas and cities throughout the ROK. Each CPF company 
is self•sustaining and consists of 106 uniformed combat trained personnel 
equipped with vehicles, weapons and up-to-date communications equipment. 

The CPF companies have been trained by a US Special Forces unit and, 
in several instances, have proved the wisdom of their formation. Unfortunately, 
extended periods of inactivity between appearances of North Korean guerrillas 
have provided opportunities for graft and morale probletn8 to arise. Efforts 
to channel spare time into civic service projects have not achieved the 
desired success. The basic value of the CPF rems.ins, however, in the fact 
that it is a civilian organization, operating> ideally, in areas personally 
familiar to individual members of CPR units. Consequently, CPF members 
are known by the local populace and receive their support in the form of 
quick reporting of agent guerrilla sightings. The operational activities 
of a locally stationed CPF company in a given area are also less alarming 
to the civilian pop~lace _!han similar operations by military units rushed 
in froin outside areas. /However, HDRF has performed well against guerrillas 
and CP.E' has not.:.7 -

C.5 The Military Establishment 

The ROK military is a large and powerful institution whose place in 
Korean politics must be recognized as substantially pennanent. Having a coup 
and junta experience, the military are unlikely to remain totally indifferent 
to important affairs of state. The growing "institutionalizing" of the armed 
forces in tradition and career professionalism in recent years, however, has 
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served to de-emphasize the military's earlier proclivity toward more direct 
political involvement. 

During the 1950 1 s and up to the 1961 Revolution, more than any other 
major government institution, the military was almost wholly organized, 
shaped and trained on Western standards. In many characteristics, the 
military was one of the most modernized institutions in Korea· out of 
balance in this respect with most government and educational institutions. 
Gradually, however, the military I i; "monopoly" on such Western f ol.lnd.ations 
was balanced out by the mid-160 1s with the rise in professiooalism of the 
government bureaucracy and the rapidly expanded business cOIIllllllnity, Though 
a military career may still be viewed as one of the main channels to poli
tical leadership, it is by no means exclusive, givea expanded professional 
opportunities in goverament and newly emerging domestic industry. While 
democracit institutions are atill in the process of development, however, 
the military, and particularly the 600,000-man ROK Army (ROKA) remains 
the final arbitrator of political power in times of civil unrest or dis
order. While relatively passive at present, this passivity in itself is 
a source of support. Since the founding of the ROK, the two majo-r changes 
of political power were supported or engineered by the military. The role 
of the military has proven crucial in times of political turmoil, 

C.6 Korean Central Intelligence Agency 

Not entirely in keeping with its formal charter, the majority of ROK 
CI.A's activity is currently directed toward domestic intelligence and security -
operations that are designed to enhance political support of the Pak regime. 
In the name of national security, the 3,200-m.ember intelligence organization 
controls the press, penetrates both the opposition and government political 
parties, intimidates and bribes politicians, censors the mail, and conducts 
telephone tap operations on a large scale. ~olitical control is exercised 
in the provinces, as well as in Seoul, through base operations. 

Within the Korean intelligence community, ROK CIA is unquestionably 
supreme. By charter, it coordinates the efforts of all intelligence agencies 
and it accomplishes this with a fair degree of effectiveness. Its role is 
furthe~ strengthened by holding more influence with the President and having 
more access to unaccountable funds and to sources of personnel, principally 
selected military officers. 

ROK CIA Director Kim Hyong-uk is a shrewd and ruthless man, who has es~ 
tablished close personal ties with President -Park. To a large degree, the 
present pre-eminence of ROK CIA is due to his efforts and his personal re
lationship with the President, but lt would be inaccurate to assume that the 
Agency•s internal power position 1s identical to the Director and would fall 
with him, Though currently in a position of considerable personal power, 
the Director is always vulnerable. Should he be dismissed, there is every 
reason to believe that the Agency would continue in its position of power, 
responding, of course, to different loyalties according to whoever ia appointed 
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Kim's successor. 

Recently, there has been some low-keyed public grumbling from those who 
favor presidential candidates other than Park for the 1971 national elections. 
Criticism is directed toward Director Kim and Presidential Secretary Yi-Hu-rak's 
campaign to retain themselves in power. ROK ClA anticipates that there will be 
adverse reactions from students, intellectuals, opposition politicians, and 
some dissident factions within the DRP. They are apparently confident, how
ever, that with proper planning they can cope with these reactions. Should 
President Park seek re-election, and if there are no new factors not now an
ticipated introduced into the situation, it seems likely that the movement 
within ROK CIA to keep President Park in office in one way or another will 
prevail. The greatest danger with respect to ROK CIA activities during the 
pre-election period lies in the zealousness of Director Kim and his political 
associates to guarantee the President a "prepared electorate" on the key issue 
of constitutional amendment permitting a third presidential term. 

The relationship between ROK CIA and the military does not seem at the 
present ti.me to be particularly significant one way or the other. In pro
fessional operational positions, ROX CIA is staffed with as many as 75 per
cent military officers on active duty. Of the remaining civilians probably 
more than three quarters are retired military officers. ROK CIA has attracted 
the elite of the military intelligence agencies. Military promotions within 
the Agency have been faster than in the services at large. There are now two 
ROK Anny major generals and one ROK Navy rear admiral holding positions as 
bui:eau chiefs. There has been no visible evidence since the reassignment of 
fomer ROK Counter-Intelligence Corps (ROK CIC) Chief Major General Yun P'il
yong in early 1968 of any particular friction between elements of the military 
and ROK CIA. 

ROK CIA gives evidence that it is conscious of its public image and has 
taken steps d~ring the past two years to enhance that image. It conducts in
doctrination programa in which about 100 persons daily (village officials, 
police officers, llilitary officers, government officials) are taken to its 
headquarters, given lectures, meals, and shm.m movies. This appears to have 
been effective in helping to neutralize adverse public opinion against the 
Agency. Similar prograll!s are conducted by provincial bases. Also in its 
role as censor of the press, CIA is able to suppress unfavorable publicity. 
As a psychological warfare organ it distributes fairly sophisticated movies, 
periodicals and leaflets. ROK CIA is able to conceal its failures and publi
cize its triumphs. This is not to say that there is no criticism 0£ the re
pressive activity of The Agency, There is, particularly from some press cir
cles, but it can be characterized as "muted". 
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APPENDIX ]) 

THE CORRUFTI-ON ISSUE 

Korea is frequently criticized both by foreigners and by Koreans for 
the extent of corruption in political and social life. Corruption is often 
hel<l. to be a serious retardant to the development of the country. Frontal 
attacks are advocated to root it out, and the Korean bureaucracy has under
gone periodic anti-corruption campsign~. 

It is the purpose of this analysis to define the nature of corruption; 
to indicate its principal forms in Korea; and to consider its effects ~t 
present and in the future. 

D.l The Nature of Corruption 

One recent book on the subject co111111ents, 11:Sribery and corruption may 
involve no more tban simple avarice, but this is usually by no means the 
only motive involved. Along with nepotism, they might be described as the 
acquisition, exercise and delegation of authority according to self-interest 
rather than merit. 11 (Siinpkins and Wraith, p. 56) More broadly still, cor
ruption might be defined as the use of power in ways which do not conform 
with established cultural norms. 

Korea, like other developing countries, is in a state of cultural flux 
between old and new, between indigenous and foreign. Many traditional norms 
are not really applicalbe to ·modern situations, but new norms to replace 
them develop slowly. Meantime, following one set of norms - e.g., supreme 
responsibility to one's extended family -- may lead to conflict with another 
set - e, g., that officials should appoint their staffs only according to 
individual merit. Moreover, cultural confusion encourages the holders of 
power to follow their own self-interest. 

There are conflicts among cultural norms in even the most stable socie
ties. What to one person may appear a rational choice of priorities may to 
another seem corruption -- e.g., ~se of official leverage to collect money 
for political party activity. Additionally, the cultural norms of the ob• 
se.ver may not be applicable to the situation he ob~ervea. For example, 
American standards of Federal official probity do not now permit any form 
of payment for official favors, but Korean standards cake such payments for 
granted so iong as the amounts are not unreasonable. 

Within the above definition of corruption. it is possible to classify 
abuses along two dimensions: one, the relative amounts of self-interest. 
group interest, and national interest served by the practices in question; 
the other, the clarity and consistency of the cultural norms applicable to 
tbe practices. At one extreme might be clearly illegal and unethical levies 
collected by officials for their own personal enrichment. At the other 
extreme migbt he the enforced collection from wealthy businesSlllen of funds 
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to accomplish national purpoaes which could not be accomplished in any other 
way. 

This range of corruption, from tne obviously i111D~ral to the slmost 
moral, creates difficulties for political leaders which are greater in pro
portion to their official responsibilities and to the degree of existing 
cultural confusion. Since the shadings of wrongness within the whole gray 
area of corruption are difficult to distinguish, it is hard to tell where 
national interest leaves off and aelf•interest _begins. If one raises an 
extra-legal fund for the government party 1 $ election campaign, is it wrong 
to use a little of it to build an addition on one's house so as better to 
accommodate meetings of party leaders? It is natural, under sueh circum
stances, that self-interest should gradually intrude more and more into 
the leaders 1 calculations. 

Corr~ption, also. is a function of tha diatribution cf wealth and other 
social benefits. (In fact, some writers suggest that corruption can se:rve, 
faute de mieux, es a useful means of redistributing resources in a 9evelop
ing country.) Until recently, a very small number of political leaders in 
Korea had control oveT virtually all facets of Korean society and economy. 
Until recently, also, the average tenure of a man in a cabinet post was six 
months. In these circumstances, a man was a fool if he did not use his po
sitiont during the short time he held it, to fortify himself and his family 
against the day when he would be turned out. Conversely, since the number 
of positions of prestige and wealth was small, and since wealth was very 
unevenly distributed, there wa$ frightful competitioa for possession of key 
positions. The gradual improvemeat in average income, the stabilization 
of tenure in government office, and the growth of alternative positions 
of power -- especially in private industry -- have somewhat ameliorated 
the intensity of this competition in Korea, but it is still fierce. A re
lated consideration is ·the readiness of the petty official to dip into the 
till or into his clients' purses when his salary is hardly above starvation 
level, This factor, too, has improved considerably in recent years in Korea; 
but habitual patterns of corruption have by no means disappeared. 

D.2 The Forms of Corruetion in Korea 

A Presidential task force on Korea in 1961 gave considerable attention 
to the problem of corruption, which then (more than. now) was regarded as 
a major obstacle to economic and social development. The report traced 
the origin of corruption to practices of the Korean monarchy and of the 
Japanese occupation. 11The Republie of Korea inherited this legacy of cor
ruption, which continued until it permeated the entire fabric of Korean 
society, including the defense establishment, the civil government, educa
tion. businese and ind~stry, and the press. The development and spread of 
corrupt practices .•• unquestionably was reinforced and intensified by wide
spread poverty and destitution occasioned by the war. as well as by the 
deterioration of moral values •.• Large-scale US econmnic and military as
sistance programs increased the opportunities for corrupt practice by the 
privileged few exercising control over the economy. Faced by responsibilities 
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toward relatives imposed by the extended family system in a country without 
a social security system and about 35 percent unemployment or underemployment, 
the many with opportunity for lesser graft joined in." 

The 1961 report continues by noting that at that time, ''Mili!ary per• 
sonnel h!_Ve profited handsomely from black market activitie,! in_Lpetrole1I111 
product!/, a practical monopoly in firewood, delivered in 1A"crflr/ trucks, 
the sale of used and obsolete material, and the handling and distribution 
of Army rations. The Coast Guard operated, and may still operate, Korea's 
largest smuggling operation. The National Police have levied illegal 
charges against business, agriculture and the general public. Officials 
in the Ministries of Agriculture and Home Affairs have derived personal gain 
from fertilizer distribution, while their counterparts in the Ministries of 
Commerce and Industry and Reconstruction and the Bank of Korea have used 
their official position to increase personal incomes through the issuance 
of import•ex~ort licenses, the awarding of privately sponsored projects 
and the manipulation of dollar suctions at the Bank of Korea. 

"Corrupt practices by Ministry of Finance personnel /the Report con
tinues/ have devolved around taxes and tax collections; illegal payments 
to legislators and other leaders of the dominant political party; the main
tenance of uneconomic exchange rates and manipulation of the money supply 
to serve the purposes of a dominant minority; the extension of unsecured 
loans to political favorites through its control of the Korean Reconstruction 
Bank; and, together with other ministries, payment of blackmail to the press. 
College and university officials have taken advantage of popular delllllnd for 
higher education by extorting frOIU prospective students admission fees rang
ing as high as one million Rwan /roughly $2000/. The Korean press has black
mailed and extorted money not only fr0111 Government ministries but also fr0111 
individual officials, as well as from industrialists and businessmen. Korean 
industrialists and businessmen themselves have come to regard gratuities to 
and the bribing of government officials as part of normal business opera
tions, •• " 

To eliminate such corruption was one of the chief stated objectives of 
the military revolution of 1961. Bold initial reforms gave place, however, 
to the necessities of power. and the new leaders practiced organized cor
ruption on a scale never before contemplated, though the object was generally 
in theory and in part -- the national interest. Most notorious was the rig
ging of the Korean stock market by KIM Chong-p'il, then the Director of 
the Korean CIA, to finance the political activities of his agency. More 
recetitly, the revelation in 1967 of official connivance with a big business
man in the illegal import of saccharine created a national scandal and 
brought about the resignation of the able Deputy Prime Minister and economic 
planning chief, CHANG Ki-yong, Officially arranged and countenanced fo:rms 
of corruption, described below, continue for understandable and by no means 
wholly selfish purposes. Aside from this, however, some of the same forms 
of corruption already cited continue even under the samewhat firmer control 
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of the present regime. Blackmail b"y the press continues, although it has 
been brought under some control by professional organizations set up in the 
late 1950 1s (see Annex B). Government payoffs to friendly pressmen are re
portedly greater, rather than less, A recent National Assembly investigation 
of colleges revealed continuing financial irregularities as a result of 
pressures for admission. On the other hand, relaxation of elaborate fiscal 
and monetary. controls and growing general prosperity have somewhat reduced 
both opportunity and temptation for corruption, Notable advances have been 
made, for e~ample, io the field of tax collection, wnich is far more ef
fective and somewhat more honest. 

At the various bureaucratic levels of government, corruption in the 
form of accepting bribes in turn for favorable action on various administra
tive matters is virtuilly integrated into the governmental processes. Civil 
servants of all gl"&des, plagued with ;mat ia considered to be inadequate 
income for their positions. readily permit the acceptance of extra income 
from bribes, and frequently demand payment for their services. The ef
fectiveness of government administration undoubtedly is affected by the 
permeating influence of widespread corruption, but the practice is within 
the realm of public acceptance so long as the system is not excessively 
abll8ed, On ite own part, government sporadically launches anti-corruption 
campaigns within the bureaucracy, which all too frequently fall victim to 
time and passivity. 

'rhe uniquely organized system of Governmental controls over the lucra
tive business of corruption and the dispensation of favors has been fcmna~ 
lized by confidential executive decree. Since 1965, select Presidential 
advisers, who serve in top Cabinet-level positions representing the Presi
dential Office, Korean CIA and the goverC1111ent party have performed the re
quired tasks. All dispensations of political and economic favors. major 
commercial project approvals, etc., are reviewed and acted upon by this 
group or its individual members. This has been popularly referred to by 
even Government participants as the "one window concept" of political fund 
procurement. It has become customary that an applicant for a significant 
business endeavor is obligated to pay as much as 25 percent of the value or 
total coats of the proposed activity. In other cases. applicants are vir-· 
tually forced to accept loans at more than 30 to 40 percent above actual 
~roject costs in order to absorb the excessive high costs of political 
payments to Government offices. All of these practices have become ritual
ized to the extent that the procedures followed are ·well established and 
generally accepted by all parties to a contract. 

The excessive masterminding of political fWld activities creates a 
vast and undisclosed wealth that is redistributed according to political 
priorities of the moment. Thus, the President and his immediate subordinates 
retain powerful financial budget controls over the DRP, as well as various 
covert action arms of the Government that become virtually dependent upon 
the Executive. On the political front, the GoverDI11ent {and DRP) retain tne 
1n1ttat1ve to engage in a variety of political action ploys against tne 
opposition camp through the dispeusation of confidential funds, Suen actions. 
are often designed to divide and split the opposition party leadership over 
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key national issues, as well as dis.senting groups such as the student com
munity. 

D.3 The Effects of Corruption 

On balance. it appears that although corruption in Korea angers and 
distresses both foreign observere ~nd the Korean public, present levels 
are not a major retardant of economic development. It is arguable that 
corruption is not without favorable effects: it functions to some degree 
as a supplement to the tax system in redistributing wealth to meet social 
needs -- for example, the living costs of government officials and tbeir 
families -- and it contributes to the organization and functioning of the 
government political party as an ostensibly democratic mobilizer of public 
opinion and parliamentary support. 

Though the practice of corruption seems enshrined in Korean traditions, 
the Korean public is coming more and more to view it with distaste. NeveT
thelese, current attitudes toward spec1fic instances of corruption are in
fluenced to a certain extent by the purpose of the individual. If an in
dividual is intent only upon enriching himself and hia immediate family, 
then public condemnation will be strong; if he distributes the fruits of 
corruption among his subordinates or uses the money for the organization 
or office to which he belongs, then there will be a tendency to regard the 
practice as acceptable, though the degree of acceptability will depend im
portantly upon the attitude of the public toward the organization in question. 

However, corruption is at base an indicator of the gap between the re• 
alities of current Korean political and social life, on the one hand, and 
the nonns of the national culture, on the other. In the last analysis, the 
strength and efficiency of a nation depends upon the shared consensus as 
to proper ends and means of group existence which constitutes the culture. 
If the consensus is congruent with reality and widely supported, the uny 
accivitiee which make up the national life will function in harmony, and 
dysfunctions such as corruption will be minimized. On the other hand, cul
tural confusion and uncertainty makes foi inefficiency. 

Corruption cannot be effectively attacked as such; its causes must be 
attacked if it is to be eliminated. On the other hand, it is surely true that 
corruption itself can and does weaken th_e nor:ms which are necessary for effi
cient social life. Accordingly, the incidence of corruption ii of importance 
in the stability of Korea, both as indicator of trends. and as a potential 
reinforcer of the instability and confasion of which it is a. conuquence. 

It is not possible to make a definitive judgment as to whether cor
ruption is increasing in Korea or not. In the light of the 1961 observa
tions quoted above, it would appear that probably the level of corruption 
is fairly stable; that some forms, particularly of deliberate, high-level 
corruption, have increased in magnitude and institutionalization, while 
others are either no worse or, as in the case of the tax administration, 
probably somewhat improved. In summary, the level of corruption in iorea 
at present ia sufficient to be. of concern, but not enough greater than in the' 
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past to be a source of immediate danger. If otheT aspects of the Korean 
polity develop satisfactorily, corruption will probably remain below crisis 
level. 
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APPENDIX E 

EXTERNAL FORCES 

E.l Introduction and Summary 

Korea's cultural heritage and geopolitical circumstances have made the 
country peculiarly sensitive to the international environment, fearful of 
powerful neighbors, and dependent on outside support, 

For well over a thousand years Korea was one of the tributary kingdoms 
of the Chinese Empire, in principle and often in practice. The Chinese 
colonized and directly governed part of North Korea for four centuries 
(108 BC• 313 AD), and thereafter played a role of varying directness in 
Korean affairs, not infrequently sending armed forces into Korea, but norm
ally leaving the country to mind her own internal business. (The withholding 
of Chines& investiture of the first Yi Dynasty monarch - a general who seized 
power - was a source of considerable embarrassment to him.) Under the Yi 
Dynasty (AD 1392 - 1710), Chinese Confucian philosophy and usage were encour• 
aged in support of ·the State institutions and authority. Court records were 
kept in the Chinese language. Necessarily, the status of China as the 
world 1s Middle Kingdom was thereby supported. The Mongols and Manchus both 
invaded Korea and forced accommodation or flight of Korean Kings. The 
Japanese made themaelves increasingly felt, until they devasted the peninsula 
(1592-1597) in Hideyosbi 1 s campaign to conquer the world. With the opening 
of East Asia by the West, Korea became a pawn in international politics among 
China, Japan, and the Soviet Union, with the United States and other European 
powers playing S1118ller roles. At this time, Christian missions beca.DJe a 
channel for foreign ideas. somewhat as Buddhism and Confucianism bad been. 

The 11 eell•out" of Korea to Japan in 1910~ so infamous in Korean history, 
can be viewed as & realistic recognition of the hopelessness of struggle 
against overwhelmingly powerful neighbors when the traditional symbiotic 
relation with China waw shattered and no other power could take China's place. 
Yet the sense of ethnic identity of the Koreans resisted cultural engulfment 
by the Japanese, during 40 years cif occupation, and the independence move
ment of 1919 offered political resistance as well. 

At the end of World War II, the United States became for Korea the pro
tector that China had traditionally been, filling for Koreans the Confucian 
role of elder brother. (Earlier, the failure of the United States to occupy 
this role in Korea 1 s struggle against the Japanese, despite the friendli
ness shown by American missionaries and goverimient officials toward Kores, 
was s great shock which is still remembered.) Since 1945, the general 
Korean awareness of the enoni.oue disparity in power between a divided nation 
and three neighboring giants - all of them seen as hostile or at best un• 
trustworthy - has reinforced the extraordinary bond between an Asiatic st.ate 
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and a distant Western one. The impact of a shattering war, which ravaged 
the Korean peninsula in a way not experienced .since Hideyoshi, and the 
sacrifice made in Korea rs behalf by the United States, made the tie vastly · 
more bi11d:Lng, 

Korea's internationel horizon waa broadened greatly io the last genera• 
tion - because of the United Nations involvement in the quest for indepen
dence, national identity and reunification; because Korea can make ccmmon 
cause with other developing nations in seeking econ0111ic aasistance; and be• 
cause the UN and other international ties can both cover and offset de
pe~dence on tbe United States . However, the Koreans have few illusions 
about the capacity of the UN or of other nations or groupings· of nations, 
to support them in a crisis. (Proof of the latter point was the incomplete 
and ambiguous response to President Park's post - PEUBLO appeal for reaf
firmation of support by the sixteen nations which conttibuted forcea in the 
.Korean War,) Not yet convinced of the permanence of their econOlldc "miracle 
on the Han," and totally persuaded of the hostile designs of 'the C0111111llnists, 
the Koreans still look to the United States as the primary and, as yet, the 
indispensable outside source of national security. 

Ccmmuni811l and the Communist nations of Asia inspired both fear and fas
cination among Xoreans, Some factors favor C011111u01sm; the deep deaire for 
reunification; the unsolved economic and cultural problems of developing 
cations which -cry for pat solutions; grudging admiration for North Korean 
successes (recently eclipsed, however, by South Korean progress); anti• 
American feelings stimulated by C0111Uunist propaganda; past Ccmnunist sup
port for the cause of Korean independence; currents of left intellectual 
thought fran Japan and Earope; family ties between South and North, However, 
most South Korean people, though they may not be deeply loyal to their own 
regime, are not inclined toward Communism as an alternative. The experi
ences of the Korean War are still remembered by many. Nearly thirty years 
of anti-Coanunist indoctrination and leadership have left their imprint. 
The Koreans are no lovers of the Chinese. despite their cultural debt, nor 
of the Russians; the~e ia even some southern Korean antipathy for northern
ers. Moreover, the Koreans know very well the importance of anti-Coamninism 
to the Americana. As long as material prosperity in the South grows, land 
ownership remains broadly distributed, and government exactions are not un
duly oppressive, most Koreans realize they would have much to lose under 
Communism, There is accordingly no organized indigenous subversion, and 
there are few C~unist sympathizers. the influence of the North Koreans 
in the South derives from their own and their allie,' military power, 
their espousal (until recently) of peaceful unification, their capacity for 
1nfiltz:ation, and a few isolated pockets of sympathy and support. 

E.2 The United States 

Rackzro~nd. Effective American influence in Korea dates from the nine
teenth century days of Western expansion in Asia. Such things as an American 
medical missionary's role in saving the crown prince's life in 1884 and 
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American diplomats' counsel for King Kojong in his domestic and international 
troubles, laid the groundwork for growing missionary and business activity 
in Korea and for Korean aeeeptance of the United States as a friendly power 
without imperialist ambition. Despite what the Koreans regarded as 
American abandonment to Japan in 1907, hope and trust in America was kept 
alive by missionary activity, including missionary sympathy for the Korean 
independence movement. Some of this feeling, encouraged by the 11fourteen 
points," survived the rebuff of the Koreans by President Wilson in 1919. 
The United States harbored a few Korean exiles - notably SyngDIBn Rhee -
between the wars, although the American Consul General in Seoul was accredited 
to the Japanese. 

Americans were received with both enthusiasm and respect when they came 
in 1945 to accept the Japanese surrender. Koreans have not appreciated many 
aspects 0£ American policy. as they see it, since that time: support for a 
five-year international trusteeship in 1945, rather than illlUlediate inde~ 
pendence; the division of the country; three years of military government; 
withdrawal of American troops in the face of a Soviet-sponsored North Korean 
military build-up; apparent abandonment of Korea, in early 1950, as an area 
of prime Ainerican interest and responsibility. Yet the American defense of 
Korea in the 1950 invasion, and subsequent large scale economic and mili
tary support, have offset these American errors, as the Koreans see them, 
and have kept alive Korean faith in the United States as their special, 
powerful friend without ambitions of its own for hegemony. 

The elder-brother image has probably been reinforced by the fact that 
.America appears a5 the unproclaimed Middle Kingdom in the new cultural do
main of political democracy and economic development. Experience and grow
ing nationalism have lessened, but by no means eliminated, the appeal of 
the American model of democracy for Koreans. Growing Korean sophistication 
and national strength, and the growth of a new generation, have attenuated 
the emotional attachment to the United States. Yet the proven validity of 
American economic advice and support has made a considerable recent impact, 
American prestige thus continues at a high level, apart from the equally 
significant consideration of sheer power. 

The primary Xorean dependence on the United States ia military. The 
US is virtually the only feasible source of supply and equipment for ROK 
forces and would have to provide support against the superior North Korean 
air force, The Koreans kaow very well they cannot stand alone against a 
combined North Korean~Chinese attack, or against a combined North Korean
Soviet attack (which may seem more likely to them than to . the US), and look 
constantly and anxiously for reassurance that the US will rally to their 
defense in such a coctingency. In some circles, despite the pride of 
Korean militar1 success in Vietnam, there are probably lingering doubts 
that Koreans, left alone, would stand firm against the Commnnist hordes. 
Because of these facts, the ROK continues to accept operational control 
over its 600,000-man armed forces by an American general (as United Nations 
commander) and American military advisors to its major units. The Koreans 
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are eager, also. to keep American com.bat uldts in Korea es collateral on 
the tr$ COQtract to aid in her defense. They view the signs all.d portents 
of American policy witb a practiced eye, watch each move and statement to 
aee if it sipala a redu~tion of the American commitment, and talce auc:h 
action as they can to keep the &merican, 1ecw:ely locked into their defen1e. 
'rho korean feeling of military clepeadence has probably been reduced by the 
proven competence of its orm military forces. It would be gre&tly re
duced. of course, in an era of deteote witb the ccamunista, although Korean 
leaders would probably be slow to accept the reality of a change in ia.ter
utlonal climate. 

Econoaai£ dependence on the United States ii diminishing, and changing 
in character. but is still considerable: it therefore sustain, a level of 
American 1nfluel1ce which darivea hom paat highe-r levels as well as current 
ones. A few years ago, the si.ie of the a11nual American l'Ole of aupporting 
assistance was a crucial barameter of Korean fortunes. and a measure of 
Korean Govermaent skill in dealing with the America12s. This 1'telldieant 
mentality11 has largely diaappeered. It is replaced by l'.orean pride that: 
agpporting assistance can soon be eliminated, and that Korea is financing 
more and more development frcm domestic 'l'eaourcea. Howevert govemment and 
private capital inflow la of great importance. both for its OWD sake and 
because it counteneights Japanese econcmic influ.ence. Food assistacee is 
importa~t. both for itself and as a source of defense budget support. 
American markets fo'r lorean exporta ue of large and growing significance. 
Technical asaistance in various forms - dir•ctly sponsored by soverament, 
informal through .American expert advice in pl.arming, and implicit from pri
vate American busineas activity in Korea• ha• a declining but sd.ll signi• 
ficant role aad influence in Korean economic dewlopaeat. Xhus far. alteraa
tive aoun:es of assistance other than Japan - United Nations agencies, the 
World Bank, govenrment and pxivate capital from economically advanced 
countries, export m.arketa in various parts of Che world - have beea. hardly 
more than a useful supplement for VS assistance. ~hey could not replace 
it, even at present reduced levels; moreover, utlder present cbC1DStnces. 
without same continuing US assi•tance. that of other count~ies might di
miniab. 

The pc,lil:19:91 1 social. and cultural influence o{ the United States 
continues tg be au;pri•&aab: lai:ge in view of th• difference in culture. 
This di111eJ1eion of Wluence ia probably falling year by year. Nonetheless. 
it i• rooted in the cult~re by at least t'llo or three generations of indoctri• 
nation, and 1a reinforced 'by other sources of influence. It will therefore 
'!1UY U.k.ely c011tua11e fo,: some tble. (In aome fature Ko:rean exige11cy. or 
conflict of interest With the United States, however, this positive influence 
eould turn to the neg,itive if opinion leadera in Korea were to 'lllllke the 
United States a aeapegoat and capitali.Ze oa latent xenophobia and youthful 
chauviuiam. Such a possibility ia illustrated by the Chiuse case, and is 
consistent witb well recognized psychological data, but it would •~ise on.ly 
with cozusiderable change in the overall :Korean situation.) The principal 
positive and negative factors in this foi:m of influence are: 
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.On the positive side: 

The impact of Christianity in korea. Only 5,51. of the population 
is Chrf.st:Laa1 and the Christians tend to be s·cmewhat separated fr:om the 
ao~iety as a whole, but they have contributed a disproportionate share of 
leaders and have won recogn:Lt:LOll fot" contributions to eclgcat:Lon, social 
welfare, and· the ceuse of Xorean independence. Americans have been leaders 
in Protestant Chriatlanity since the 1880's, and have contributed heavily 
to catholic missions. 

'the image of America as a virtual "heaven aa earth," fostered by con,
tact with Westexnera 1 mass med_ia 1 reaction to J'apaneae oppression, aad (for 
the mast part) b,1 impressions of thousauds of ltffeans who viai.t" the us. 

The American role as principal advocate aad practitioner of democraey -
th.e .principles of which, however imperfectly understood, have been enthusiastic• 
ally espoused by ICoreans both for their own sa'lce and iD reaction to Japanese 
ru.le. 

Ame~f.cau friendship 4ating from the 1880's and repeatedly proved in 
recent years1 aad lack of imperialist ambition. (Philippine independeQce 
in 1946 had a g1:"eat impact on lorean leade:rs.) 

American prestige as a world super-power, and American military power 
as proved in World W•r Il and the :tcor:ean War:, 

'.Che American role since World War II as a proVi4-r of objective aclvie.e, 
guidance, and infoniation to Xorean leaders of all non•Cmmun:l.st persuasions; 
as a re1:table coamua:Lcator among them, when the Koreans were (and az:e) mu
tually distrustful and even hostile among themselves; and as a diaczeet 
"lightning-rod" for their complain:ta.* 

American capacity to get things done for XOreans .. modest aDd limited, 
but often significant. Hally cultural exchanges are valued for this reaacm. 
as well as for their s.tated purpose. (Particularly in the military establish• 
meat and the buaiaess world, many a man. owes his upward mobility to Aud.cans -
although.in the latter e&l!e, the Ame:t:1can influence ia not always remembered 
with gratitude.) 

Traditional Korean reliance on outside authority for cultural guidance. 
together with relative lack of strong native traditioa. The shattering flll• 
pact of the Vest on the Ch:l.a:ese culture hacl its repercussions in Jtorea, where 
* "fhe political opposition.,. the Prime J,ti.a.ister cOlltJ)laiaeda ' •••always oppose. 

everything. They were opposed to the militia until you (The Ambassador) 
spoke to Y11 Cbia-o.' I (the Ambassador) said l did JiOt speak to Dr. Yu. 
sblply said, in answer to D:r. Yu'• question, that we favored better orpni• 
zatioa of interaal security, in fact felt it nece11,n-y. NothiRg 1110re. 
Said (the Prime Kl.Di.star), 'Well,. I know be changed after you tallced to 
him."' (Seoul A-722_. Aug. 9, 1~68, ''The ROI: Covennnent ad the hoocllums: 
A Lesson 1n Sociology.") 
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China had cultural weight almost comparable to that of llome in medieval 
European society. Communism filled this void in China and North Korea. 
America and the West have filled it for South Korea. Even though alien, 
the culture of the West carries the reassurance and certitude of its demon
strated power in world affairs. 

As a CO!leomita11t of several of these factors. · .A,nerica 1$ 
11elder brother" 

role and the · Xorean sense of "younger brother" responsibility,* 

On the negative side 

American responsibility in Korean eyes, for many of Korea's troubles -
abandonment to Japan in 1907, division of the country in 1945, advocacy of 
trusteeship. misguided or ill-informed policies under military government, 
abandomnent to Communist oppres$ion in 1950, mistaken {1n Kotean eyea) 
post-var economic reconstruction policies, and most recently, insufficient 
support of Korea's security problems and softness toward Vietnam and North 
Korea. 

Resentment of continued American involvement in Korean affairs {con
currently with demands for more involvement, depending on iadividual and 
group interests) - coupled or not with growing nationalist feelings, es
pecially alllOng younger people, and nurtured by gro.ring awareness of Korean 
national strength. 

Simple xenophobia, which has been surprisingly absent in Korean
.American relatioas but which is occasionally manifested and surely lies 
latent below the surface in a larger portion of Korean society. 

Korean feelings of inferiority and envy, which translate.into ~arious 
kinds of resentment and criticism. 

Philosophical opposition to American materialism and pragmatism. 

Cultural differences, including (in Korean eyes) American boisterous
ness, lack of social finesse, and lack of personal feeling and obligation. 

Historical Pattern 

In the last few years American influence has played a less active role 
. in Korean political affairs; it is unceTtain, therefore, how much leverage 

remains at US disposal. should we choose to exercise it, In the past, US 
influence has had a moderating effect on Korean policies and politics; a 
considerable part of this influence probably remains. Beyond that, US action 

* Illustrative of thi4 point is the following excerpt from the 1968 despatch 
above cited: "The.Koreans are a hardy and lusty race who do their best 
in their Asiatic way to please their American friends, As a consequence, 
some say, they built $clfeguatds f0t individual rights into their 
Constitution more in deference to our desire than to their instinct. 
They want to be a people with whom we can li11e easily}. whom we do n)ot 
have to explain sway, or 11 (A-722, ugust 9, 1968 -lookmtr· .. 
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or pre•ence has been decisive at C'l':1.tical points ia Korean history.· Some 
exnples of the latter follow: 

1947 • US distribation of Japanese lancl to farmers laid the 
basis for land reform which is important in p:res•nt
day rural stability. 

1950 - 11S iuflueDce deterred Bhee from eaneelling scheduled 
AsllelDbly elections. 

1950 - US held the Korean Government together after the North 
Eorean attack witil defense could be organized. 

1956 • US presence probably prevented falsification of oppoai• 
tioo. vice-presidential candidate's elect:1011 victoey. 

1960 - US position w4s instrumental in the collapse of the 
Rhee regime and the :formation of ail interim gcwermnent. 

1962 - US iDfluence helped eu'l'b po11er of would•be str011g man 
nm Chong•p'il. 

1963 • lJS coerced Park ChUllg Hee into honoring his cammitment 
for electioa of a civilian govermaent. 

Ame:r:ican inflizence has been important in Xorea, alsoa in a passive 
sense. The Koreans, as Ambassador Porter noted last years ''want to please 
us" and value the .t\mer:l.caa. appraisal of their performance, 'lhua:o when 
domeatic. imperatives are not too strong - as they were i.n 1960 auc! 1963 -
the Xoreans tend to follow the path of model."atlon in part b.ecause the 
America11s are watching. This tendency bas been reinforced in the past b:, 
good American•Korean interpersonal relation& at the leadership level, both 
in aacl out of government, alld by good Amed.can infoJ:lllllt1on on what is going 
on. 

E.3 North Korea and the Unification Issue 

The Soviet•aponaored Communis.t regime in North Koxea was established 
in 1948 after the foniation of ·the B.epablic of Xorea under UIII auspices.
Ita establishment mar'kecl the £11141 failure of the 11.s. and usn to resolve 
their dU!ferencea as to the course of Korean political development. Since 
that time, the Korth Korean :regime has been an incubus on the back of the 
South, perpetuating the artificial division of an essentially homogeneous 
people, bai-riug interchange between the two econamically complementary 
regions. stimulat:Lng popalar aympath:Les'for: the Communist approach to 
natioaal development • .and exacting u eno:rmous toll of death, de1truction. 
sustained military expenditu.re, and fear of renewed assault. 

~e bases of Horth .Konan iml1.1E111ce in the South are (1) its military 
power and its a11pport by the Chinese Co.mniata and Soviets; (2) its control 
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of the potentially enormous contribution to the economic development, 
security, and national status of Korea which would result from reunification · 
(3) its diminishing but still strong image of progress, organization social' 
equality, and incorruptibility (only partly offset by the harshness ~fits 
controls); (4) its capacity for harassment through infiltration and sub
version; (5) sentimental views deriving from ethnic feelings and family ties. 
At present, ;irrn South Korean government control 1 coupled with the new 
optimism born of rapid econ01I1ic progress, plus the large South Korean armed 
forcea and U,S, security guarantees, neutralize the North Korean influenc~ 
except for the continuing logical and emotional appeal of reunification. 
lhe unificatio~ problem is not now a major issue~ but may well become more 
so in the future. 

In the years following liberation in 1945, a considerable number of 
Koreans looked on the CCllll!lunists as an alternative path to national develop
ment, and an organized C0111Dunist group in the South existed under increasing 
harassment and control until 1949. The leaders of the new Republic were 
firmly anti-Communist, and had all but eliminated CODnUnist activity in 
the south by the time of the Korean War. Nevertheless, during much of that 
time, there was considerable admiration for the clear goals, firm organiza
tion and discipline, economic progress, and freedom from corruption of North 
Korea. 

The experience of the Korean War solidified the anti-Communism of the 
South among the great bulk of the people. However, the difficult years of 
the reconstruction period wore on without rapid economic and social improve
ment, while the North made rapid and well-publicized econ011lic progress and 
preserved its image of discipline and motivation. Social problems in the 
South, aggravated by the flood of -refugees from the North and the dislocation 
of war, plus a high birth rate, were accompanied by growing authoritarianism 
and corruption in the Rhee government. While the contrast between the two 
regions p~obably did not win many actual converts to Communism, it led to 
an upsurge of sentiment for neutralism, socialism, and negotiations with 
the North for peaceful unification, particularly among students and intel
lectuals. The Democratic administration of 1960-61, during which the usual 
political restraints were weak or absent, was embarrassed by repeated public 
demonstrations and demands along these lines. The North Koreans encouraged 
such trends with propaganda for peaceful unification through trade, exchange 
of persons and mall, and other seemingly reasonable proposals. 

Tne military government and the successor administration in South 
Korea have dampened sympathies for the North both by firm repression of 
opinions or activities considered inimical to the Republic's anti-Communist 
doctrine, and•- more significantly -- by bringing about sustained rapid 
economic development. At the same time, economic development in the North 
has slackened somewhat. Since 1966, moreover, the North has substituted a 
militant propaganda line, calling for revolution in the South, for the former 
siren song of peaceful unification. The atte111pted assas·sination of President 
Park by North Korean infiltrators in January, 1968, and tbe landing of over 
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100 subversive ageota ou the east coast of South Korea in October 2 together 
with reports 0£ larse-acale training of infiltrator, tn the North. have 
turned public opinion more firmly against North Korea, as evidenced by gen
eral public support for the nag Homeland Defense Reserve Corps, and the 
prOlllpt disclosure of moat knO!ID 1afiltrat1on attempts. 

As noted. elsewhere, the South lorean armed forces are stronger than 
the North Xorean except in the air. Thia fact, coupled with continuing 
US defense guarantees, largely offsets the threat of North Rorean a111tary 
power. The potential re•eatry of the Chin.ese Cmmunista in support of the 
North, however> ia for Koreans a real conaideratioo. The prospect of Soviet 
intervention. h of much less coocerZl, although Soviet supply of N'o-rth 
Korean military logistics ia an important cOlUlideration. 

N01:th Korea 'a prospects for establishing guerrilla bases i11 South Korea 
through infiltration, or for developing significant political support .maoq 
the populace. are quite poor. at least over the next two years or so. 
COIIIIIIWliat violence will. however, continue to be a ~atly cliatraction for 
the BOK Govermnent and a potentul caaae of public diaaatiafactioD with 
the Park admtnietratf.on. The Soo.th hae undertaken uinor retaliatory and 
probing actiOlls, and will undoubtedly continue to do so. Such actions create 
the danger cf renewed hostllitlea as a result of miscalculation and cocae• 
quent e1calation 1 but the danger is modified by the pro1Hr.ble reluctance of 
the North Koreans and their Caumunist allies to risk full•acale war at 
present. 

la launching the course for economic development in the 1960's, 
President Park was clearly influenced by the case of West Germany aa that 
country outstripped its rival regime for its pl.aee in Burope and the inter• 
national community. Early in 1966» President Park moved to ward off. undue 
public debat:e on national ucificat:ton. By Western standard&, public debate 
through cCIIIIIUlnicat1on 11edla on the unifi'-8Cion issue baa been aubdued if 
not detached. Press censorship and control on this iaeue appears to be 
oveTextended, creating same dcmestic reaction where none baa previously 
existed. P'ormei- DI.P Chairman :&1111 ChOflg•p'il pzobably echoed the Preaident's 
attitude when he atated that "the 1960' a would be the decade for gathericg 
strength for the challenge to come in the l970'a for allificat1on". There 
has never been aa.y real ~ballenge to this basic position of tbe government. 
Incidents such as the arranged meeting of a North iorean female track scar 
with her father, who resides in the ROX., during the -1964 Tokyo Olympics and 
the then believed 11defecticsi11 of Nortb ~•a lie.vs Agency Vice President Yi 
su-lmD in 1967 tenet to focus emotional attefltion oo uoification, with the 
1.0KG quietly, but firmly leading public attention away from the isaue. 

ID the preface to the Un1ficatiac White Paper (early 1967), So In-sok, 
Chairma~ of the drafting Nation.al Assembly Special CQDIDittee for leae•r~b oa 
Xerritorial Ua1ficat1on, stated that, "••• today's reality is tbe sum total 
of the dectsions adopted by the Allied Powers individually or by agreeunt 
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